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A5UOP Candidates' Statements-

ac Bell problems may improve Meet the contenders
[LEWIS
lean Staff Writer

chnically speaking, the
ffrey Center is synonywith 840 Chapel Lane,
mail room
prefers
Zaffrey Center" or "U.C.,"
most students don't even
oil
|w that the eminent UOP
place could be called
ng else.
fry telling that to Pacific Bell,
dany students who have
nested phone servijp for;
. apartment - have been told|
t they need technicians to
iperly install their phone
is, because "McCaffrey
iter" is not listed in the
rific Bell computer as a previily serviced building.
When roommates Omar
Jawi and Mike Gee, both
it-year Pharmacy students,
fcd to install phone service in
I'ir U.C. apartment this
iter, they encountered a
ft problem.
['Basically, they [Pacific Bell]
ed telling us that no phone
' existed in this apartment,"
lavvi said.
|When Gee called Pacific Bell
ain, he was connected to an

operator-in-training.
"I
explained everything, and
about half an hour later, he just
said, 'Well, I'll let them know/"
said Gee.
Jim Falcone, Assistant Dean
of Students, said he has been
"utterly disappointed" with
Pacific Bell's phone service.
"When we have 900 tele
phone hookups, I expect better
accommodations for students,"
he said.
Falcone cited many prob
lems with the current phone I
service,; including everything j
frbm clerical Errors to misap
propriation of phone wires.
Currently, each room within
a residence hall is appropriated
one phone line.
Pacific Bell is currently
proposing the installation of a
new Centrex system, which
would link phone lines in all
residence facilities.
Under this system, each
apartment or room in a resi
dence hall would retain the
same phone number every
year, theoretically eliminating
misinformation, confusion and
panic.
Students wanting to call their
friends on campus would only

have to dial an extension num
ber, and installation fees would
be reduced.
However, the Centrex sys
tem is not without its faults.
Initial installation of the sys
tem would cost thousands of
dollars for UOP, inevitably rais
ing student fees, and local calls
outside of the system could be
charged a small fee on a perminute rate.
Russel K. Marzette- President
Students who use local inter
net services or corpus offices
Our goal is to reshape ser
that make many local calls may vices currently provided by
find unwanted charges on their ASUOP and increase our
phone Nils
involvement in those services
Mel Fong, Director of provided by University staff
Telecommunications, said the and administration. The current
Centrex system would "proba ASUOP administration built a
bly clean up a lot of problems strong internal structure and
without a lot of cost to the uni
established good lines of com
versity."
Fong said the Centrex sys munication within the universi
tem would be cheaper than ty community. These accom
adding capacity to UOP's tele plishments will serve as a foun
phone switchboard and adding dation upon which we will
build an aggressive student- ori
staff to control the larger job.
"The problem we've had is ented government.
In the past two years, the pre
the records with Pacific Bell —
they're usually wrong," Fong sent University Administration
has been very active and has
said.
"We've pushed for Pacific worked to positively influence
Bell to clean up their records student life. We feel that this is
See Phone, page 5 an invaluable opportunity for
ASUOP to influence our
University. In order to take part
in the dynamic changes hap
California in September 1966 pening around us, we will
when over 1,000 elementary involve ASUOP in every aspect
school students from five large of student life. As ASUOP's
ly African American schools purpose is serving the students,
were bused to 19 predominant we will examine how effective it
ly white schools.
is in supporting student services
It wasn't an easy answer to and programs. This would
neighborhood schools that pro mean looking at our day-to-day
moted de facto segregation, but operations, management, mar
Lawson embraced the idea and keting and community influ
urged all of Sacramento's
ence. We want student govern
movers and shakers to do the
ment to be the defining guide of
same.
student
image.
"He was an extremely
Our
administration will
charming and intelligent per
examine
the
student's commu
son," said Jake Jacoby, former
nity
and
resources.
The stu
dean of the College of the
Pacific, UOP classmate and life dents' needs and goals will be
presented through a strong
long friend of Lawson's.
Jacoby also remembered

1.3 million for scholarships
PACIFICAN

University of the Pacific has
fceived a $1.3 million bequest
the estate of F. Melvyn
son.
Lawson was a
retired
amento schools superintent and 1928 alumnus of the

•Wersity.

died at the age of 90 in
^amento this past December.
| awson was best known for
proactive stance toward
e£regation
of
the
^amento City
Unified
®°' District during the
He received his bachedegree in history and
^ed to UOP in 1936 for a
•ers degree in the same

subject.
Pacific presented him an
honorary doctorate for excel
lence in school administration
in 1950.
He was also named
Distinguished Alumnus of the
Year by the School of Education
in 1967.
Lawson helped Sacramento
avoid court-ordered busing by
integrating classrooms and
expanding equal opportunity
programs.
Urging an end to segregation
in schools he said, 'This is a
multi-racial country, either we
learn to live together or we
break up into hostile camps."
He began the largest school
desegregation
plan
in

See Bequest, page 6

See Marzette, page 5

Tim Rayl - President
We, Tim Rayl and Jorge
Barriere, are seeking these posi
tions because our vision is to
continue to enhance student's
experiences at UOP. We seek to
create a more dynamic academ
ic, social and extra-curricular
environment for those we rep
resent.
We intend to build rapport
with students, determine their
needs and then meet those
needs.
Rayl is serving his second
term as president of the
Residence Hall Association.
One accomplishment of RHA
under his leadership was the
placement of soap, paper tow
els and seat covers in all resi
dence community bathrooms.
Rayl is an active member of
Crossroads peer education pro
gram and he is responsible for
coordinating the establishment
of a peer mentoring and media
tion program for students.
In addition, he is actively
involved in the Mediation
Center of San Joaquin County
as a member of the board of
directors and as a volunteer
mediator and trainer.
He is a junior business stu-
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See Rayl, page 5
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the leader in the retail industry
•\sis now recruiting for their

Executive Development Program

Join the team
Dillard's offers a fast-paced, exciting opportunity in retail
with a rapidly growing company, including over 270 stores.
A leader in retail computer technology, Dillard's provides
comprehensive training and intern programs for
qualified candidates of the Executive Development
Program. The Dillard's Phoenix Division
is currently the most-rapidly expanding division in
the company with the projection of numerous
career opportunities opening in the division's
eight-state area.

The requirements
We're looking for seniors who will be completing
a bachelor's degree in May with a G.P.A. of 3.0
or better. We are also looking for graduate
students completing their M.B.A.

Dillard's offer, a c^mpetitiv, satary with the
Health insurance
Paid vacation
Life insurance

Retirement plan
Weekly disability

include:
Paid holidays
Sick pay
Credit union

Representatives will be on campus
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Campus Interviews: Friday March 27 • o
*
* Second Floor
V
a.ni.-4 p.m. • MeConchie Hall • Second Fioor
McConchle HaH
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Dillard's is an equal opportunity employer.

^QpCnndidates' Statements-

resh crowd ready for ASUOP election

P. Adams 'or At Large

Matthew Dunsdon Engineering Senator

am currently the at large
ator for RHA and sit as a
mber on the finance board
ASUOP.
want to work closely with
constituency on a daily
lis helping to develop their
as for change, bring them to
late and provide the repreitation they deserve.
I am also very interested in
proving the many compli
ed lines of communication
ween the Senate, their con
sents, the administration
d the general student body.
1 have the skills, knowledge
d passion to get things done
ickly and smoothly. I have
eady proven myself as a
lator and now I would like
prove myself again and be
ur voice on this campus.

Rebecca Smith Business Senator

I am seeking the position of
Engineering senator because I
want to further represent my
fellow engineers in the stu
dent government.
I have a strong desire to
help my fellow students and I
feel that by being in senate I
can gain information and then
transmit the information to
the engineers.
I am currently the engi
neering senator and I am also
an active member of ASME
for Mechanical Engineers and
ASCE for Civil Engineers.
I also attend most of the
regular meetings of the other
engineering clubs on campus.
If elected I hope to continue
to serve the school of engi
neering in proper representa
tion.

There are still several positions still
vacant.
c
I. students interested in running should
squire at the ASUOP office about what
procedures need to be taken to get on the
ballot.

Marie Grieve Senator At Large

David FringsBusiness Senator
Candidates
Rebecca
Smith, David Frings and
Leanne Watanabe did not
submit platform statements
for this edition of The
Pacifican.

Positions available are:
College of the Pacific Senator
Conservatory Senator
Education Senator
School of International Studies Senator
University College Senator
One Senator at Large Senator

ffty Domino's Pizza
Call us: 952-3030
Free Delivery
gun.y|lurs: 21 any to Midnight Fri & Sat: 11 am to 1 am

1 Medium Pizza
1 Topping
2 Cans or Coke
on

I am a sophomore in the
school of COP majoring in
Communication with a minor
in Pre-Law. The reason behind
me running for the position of
Senator At Large is so that I
can become more involved
with the school, organizations
and students and accomplish
at least one major goal.
The overall theme behind
this is the idea of progress. If I
accomplish one small thing, it
will be progress. I think that I
can fill this position because I
was actively involved in stu
dent government in junior
high and high school, filling
positions from treasurer to
president.
Currently, I am the secretary
of the UOP forensics team.
With communication skills
and experience, I believe I can
fulfill such goals as increasing
funding for organizations and
build a campus wide recycling
program.
With these goals in mind I
can be certain of fulfilling the
position of Senator At Large.

Great Deals for
UOP Students
and Faculty

2 Medium Pizzas
1 Topping
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Campus
paper's
clash far
from over
Commerical
counterpart
upset with Iowa
student paper's
ability to offer
competing
services
ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE PRESS
After three years of litiga
tion and fingerpointing, it
seems the dispute between
the Iowa State Daily and the
Ames Daily Tribune in the col
lege town of Ames, Iowa, is
far from over.
The lawsuits filed by the
Tribune, paid circulation 9,
533, allege that the Daily's
university status and nine
full-time professional staff
members allow them to
monopolize on-campus dis
tribution and undercut the
Tribune on advertising rates.
Staffers at the 14,000-freecirculation Daily counter that
they are a private, non-profit
organization simply seeking
to provide real-world experi
ence for its staff, and that cur
tailing its advertising would
return the Daily to its days of
near bankruptcy in the late'80s.
Both sides are currently
awaiting decisions on a feder
al suit involving the Tribune's
right to distribute a studentoriented publication on cam
pus.
An unfair competition
complaint filed with the
University and an appeal by
both parties of a case in which
an Iowa judge ruled the
Tribune had a right to access
tire Daily's financial records
under open records laws, but
was not entitled to reimburseSee Paper, page 5
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Comm Prof studies Plan well for safe trip abroad
THE PACIFICAN
social learning

UOP Communication researcher Dr. Qingwen Dong

LACY HYLAND
Pacifican Guest Writer
Family.
Education.
Honesty. Trust. These are just
a few of the values many
people call their own.
Where are values learned?
Parents and friends? Maybe.
Then again, maybe not.
Qingwen Dong, Ph.D.,
assistant professor in the

Communication department
at UOP, is developing a
learning theory that will
shed some new light on
social learning.
The development of the
Cognitive Functional Theory
began approximately five
years ago at Washington
State University when Dong,
in correlation with a team of
See Dong, page 5
— V..y, p,s

Scholarship open
for professor and
student research

THE PACIFICAN

The Faculty
Research
Committee invites applica
tions for
the
Dreyfus
Foundation
Award
for
Student/Faculty Research.
This award is designed to
provide financial support for
undergraduate students to
spend the summer working
with a faculty member on a
scholarly or artistic project.
It is designed to support a
broad range of projects in all
fields of study. The goal is to
give students a valuable edu
cational experience collaborat
ing with faculty on profession
al research.
The award includes a $2,500
compensation to the student

provided by the Dreyfus
endowment and a stipend of
$500 to the faculty advisor pro
vided by the university.
The eligibility and require
ments for the award is as fol
lows:
• Undergraduate students
enrolled in a baccalaureate
degree program in good
standing in any discipline at
the University of the Pacific.
Seniors graduating in May are
not eligible for the award the
summer after graduation.
• The student must be able
to devote a minimum of 200
hours or 20 hours a week for
ten weeks to this project.
• The student must have the
written support of the faculty
See Scholarships, page S

As the time approaches
for Spring and Summer
breaks, many college stu
dents are getting ready for
that long planned trip
abroad.
Most will have a safe and
enjoyable adventure, but for
some, the trip will become a
nightmare.
The best way to ensure
that you have a reasonably
safe trip is to be well
informed before you leave.
The
U.S.
State
Department provides travel
safety information to assist
you in planning your trip
abroad. They issue several
county and regional publi
cations that provide infor
mation regarding passport
requirements, embassy loca
tions, medical care and other
important rules and regula
tions.
Public announcements are
also issued to disseminate
information quickly about
terrorist threats and other
relatively short-term and or
trans-national conditions

posing significant risks or
disruptions to Americans.
On occasion, Americans
encounter
difficulties
abroad because they are not
familiar with local laws, cus
toms or conditions.
More than 2,500 American
citizens are arrested abroad
every year - many of them
for violating laws regarding
the use of alcohol in public
and behavior associated
with it.
Many students visit popu
lar
resort
areas
and
overindulge in alcohol,
assuming that because the
atmosphere appears more
laid back than in the States
such conduct is overlooked
by local authorities.
A number of students also
assume that they are
immune from prosecution in
foreign lands because they
are American citizens.
The
truth
is
that
Americans are subject to the
laws of the country in which
they are traveling. Those
who violate foreign laws
may face severe penalties,
including fines and impris-

The professional business fraternity of
Delta Sigma Pi would like to congratulate
our new pledges for the Spring 1998 semester!

Michelle Liu
Carol Tong
Heather Martin
Lena Urrutia
Bee Pasawongse
Winnie Yu
Maricar Simbulan

onment.
Once you leave Uni.
States soil, U.S. lawsnte:
constitutional right
longer apply. Us8
J
officer can visit J
Americans to see that the
?re
being fair,
humanely treated, but Can
not get them out'of jail',,
intervene in a foreign C0Un

uuSu 8 SyStCm 0n
behalf.
Getting too relaxed whil,
in another country can dc
more than ruin your vacation, it can land you in a foreign jail.
To have a safe trip,
become familiar with the
basic laws and customs oi
the country you plan to visit
before you travel.
For the latest travel safety
information
visit the
Consular's Affairs' home
page at http: / / travel.state
gov.

A • F •E
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from die Bone

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck At
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fat Ben

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Baibequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Ovai

Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapp"
Fish and Chips

Now Serving

STOCKTON'S ONLY

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Drive Thru Espresso

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork
1 heir feed is asweet eranola of corn and grains...
The old Fashioned way.

Salads

Bumto • Fresh Fish Tacos
r
• Fresh
aV PraY"s * Rotisserie Chicken
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak)
•Carnitas (roast pork)

of March Lane)

. NATURAL

»

Mn

"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

We accept ATM, VISA. Discover. & Mastercard

FRESH

Fresh Squeezed Lemon*1'

LARD

ATM.

,
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Pong.

Continued from page 4
fellow
communication
research scholars including
Alexis Tan, Leigh Nelson
and Gerdean Tan, became
interested in the socializa| tion process.
"Socialization is described
as the process of interaction
through which an individual
| acquires the norms, values,
beliefs, attitudes and lan
guage characteristics of his
or her group," Dong said.
"The study focuses on
1 adolescents and immigrants,
and how their values are
influenced by television," he
said.
The team looked at
Bandura's Social Learning
Theory for insight.
Bandura's theory is based
on observational learning
and vicarious reinforcement.
This means that people learn
a behavior from observing
others, and that people learn
from positive and negative
reinforcement resulting from
their behavior.
"Bandura's
Social
Learning Theory is a power
ful one, but some compo
nents need to be expanded,"
Dong said.
The
four
steps
in
Bandura's theory are atten
tion, retention, motor repro
duction and motivation.
Dong said that the moti

vation behind expanding
this theory stemmed from
his desire to develop a guid
ing principle to help people
and to explain their social
ization.
Dong's
Cognitive
Functional Theory consists
of three basic steps: recogni
tion, evaluation and accep
tance.
The bottom line is that in
addition to shaping and
changing one's attitudes and
beliefs, a persuasive mes
sage also contains the ability
to shape and change one's
values, especially those seen
on television.
Dong and his colleagues
have distributed question
naires to high school stu
dents in Hong Kong, China
and the United States.
An article about the study
was
published
in
Communication Monograph,

one of the leading journals
in the communication field.
Dong
received
his
Master's
degree
in
Journalism at the University
of Missouri in 1990 and
obtained his Ph.D. from
Washington State University
where he began developing
his theory.
In 1995 Dong joined the
UOP faculty and currently
he teaches undergraduate
and graduate courses in
Communication as well as
Mentor Seminar.

Support

Repair

brothec
cowwa
Brother
Compaq

.^1 Packard
Bell
Packard B»ll

Paper.
Continued from page 3

Dare King - Vice-President

forge Barriere - Vice president

Marzette

Rayl.

Call Us For All Your
Computer Needs!
EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE!

Ralph's Software ft Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite. C

(Just East Of FOOD 4 LESS. March Lane & El Dorado)

ment of legal fees by the
Daily.
In the meantime, the
Tribune suffered a symbolic
setback when the Iowa
Newspaper Association voted
7-4 not to affirm a statement
expressing concern over gov
ernment competition with the
private sector.
The Tribune has originally
asked the association to pro
pose a specific amendment
toughening Iowa's unfair
competition law.
The Daily also suffered a

Continued from page 1
Continued from page 1
concentrating
in
voice to the administration. dent
and
The Stockton community, the Organization
campus community, and the Management and Industrial
student's constituent school Labor.
Barriere is on the ASUOP
will be examined as they are
Cabinet holding the position of
the student's community.
Cultural
Affairs
Here are 45 kids I'll
Resources such as Financial
Commissioner.
Aid, Student Accounts, the
never hire because
In addition to his involve
McCaffery
Center,
the ment with ASUOP, he is a
not one of them even
Bookstore, and Public Safety Senior
Airman
in
the
checked with me.
will be examined as we strong California
Air
National
ly believe that we as students Guard's 561st Air Force Band loss of their general manager,
can have a positive decisive as well as a Cadet Captain in Janette Larkin who had been
voice in how we are served by the Civil Air Patrol where he the principal spokesperson
concentrates on the leadership for the Daily.
our University's resources.
With a ticket comprised of development of young adults
Larkin said that she left to
strong leadership and a deep aspiring for careers in the mili pursue a business opportuni
ty and that her leaving had
involvement in our campus tary.
He is a
sophomore nothing to do with the dis
community, we feel that we can
raise the quality of the commu Conservatory student major pute.
ing
in
Music
The Daily received a vote of
nity in which students work,
Management / Business.
solidarity
from its college
learn and live.
media peers later last year
there is no way I can support
when 46 student editors
Phone
that," he said.
signed a letter from U-Wire to
Falcone
has
been
meeting
Continued from page 1
co-owner and editor
members
of
the Tribune
rather than having to pay for with
Michael Gartner which called
someone to do something," he Residence Hall Association the Tribune's lawsuits "ethical
and Pacific Bell to try and
said.
ly reprehensible."
According to Falcone, the work out a solution.
Gartner was unimpressed.
"I don't want the students,
Centrex system - or any other
"Here are 45 kids I'll never
alternative solution — will not parents, our office [Residental hire because not one of them
be approved until everything Life and Housing] and even checked with me (to get
telecommunications to go
has been taken into account.
the other side of the story),"
"If it costs more than the through this again," Falcone he told Editor & Publisher.
students are paying now, then said.

Scholarship
'Some Restrictions Apply

PAGE 5

Continued from page 4
member with whom the stu
dent proposed to work, and a
well-defined project plan
approved by that faculty
member.
The faculty member must
be prepared to allocate the
time period supervising the
student's research.
• The student will be
expected to submit a report of
his/her research activities to
the
Faculty
Research
Committee by the end of the

Fall semester following the
summer in which the research
is conducted.
This report must include a
supporting statement from the
supervising faculty member
approving the student's report
and commenting on the stu
dent's performance.
More information on this
award and application instruc
tions
are
available
at
www.uop.edu / pharmacy / frc
or the Graduate School Office,
Knoles Hall.
Completed applications are
due in the Graduate School by

March 31,1998.
Applicants are encouraged
to contact a committee mem
ber from their discipline for
guidance on proposal prepara
tion.
Committee members for
Spring 1998 are: Humanities:
Bob Coburn, Reinhart Lutz,
Nat./Phy. Sciences:
Ken
Hughes, Xiaoling Li, Paul
Richmond, Social Sciences: Jim
Derleth,
Rachelle
Kisst
Hackett, Jeff Miles, Cindy
Ostberg.
Awards will be announced
in May.

UOP parents wc
for Pacific pride

Campus Crime Report
February 19,1998 to February 25,1998
PREPARED BY SHANNON WITCHER

THEFT
When
Where
p k 19
Lot #6 (by Carter House) e
Feb. 23
Alpha Phi

LOSS
Hood ornament
Master key

BURGLARY
When
Lot #6 (by Carter House) peb. 20
Feb. 22
Pacific House
Feb. 25
Grace Covell
pPb 25
Pharmacy
Where

Loss
Arrests in auto burglary
Lamps
$300
Coffee maker

AUTOTHEFT
Where
When
Lot #7 (behind fraternities)Feb. 19
Lot #7 (behind fraternities)Feb. 19
Off Campus
Feb. 21

VANDALISM
Where
Stagg Stadium
Stagg Way
Townhouse - C-16

When
Feb. 21
Feb. 21
Feb. 25

TRESPASSING
Where
George Wilson Hall
Anderson Hall

When
Feb. 20
Feb. 20

Vehicle
Vehicle
Recovery of stolen, vehicle

Damage
Graffiti
Graffiti
Rock through window

What
Four skateboarders.
Rollerbladers

MISCELLANEOUS
Where
Grace Covell
Stadium Drive

Bequest
Continued from page 1
Lawson as creative and talent
ed. In college he sang tenor
with the a cappella choir for
four years, and as a senior he
was second tenor with a trio
called the Triplets.
He was also a featured per
former in many of the school's
plays and musicals.
Lawson retired in 1968 fol
lowing
39
years
with
Sacramento schools, which he
had served as a teacher, princi
pal and superintendent.
He fostered his creative side
and wrote several books of

poetry and many songs,
including a 21-page song
book, October Roses and the
Sacramento
Camellia
Festival's
theme
song,
"Camellia Girl."
He was a president of the
festival and the downtown
Rotary Club.
Lawson also wrote three
history textbooks with his first
wife, Verna Kopka Lawson,
and authored numerous mag
azine articles about education,
administration and social sci
ences.
Several years after his first
wife died, he married Blanche
Spencer, who survives him.

When
Feb. 21
Feb. 23

DID YOU KNOW?

What
Urinating in public.
Possession of firearm

i

T h e
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P A c I F I c A N

EDITORIAL

ED
"Make each
day count;
but don't
count each
day."
—E.C.
McKenzie

UA\/e To snuAGe.LF
<CM cot 7&

INo January term: Fewer student options
Some of you might have
I read Jennifer Soil's news arti
cle "No more Jan. term,"
I which stated just as the head
line indicates. Yes, folks, we
can all spend guiltless vacaI tions with our families during
I our winter break. We won't be
thinking, "I really should have
taken Mentor this winter
instead of playing with little
| cousin Tim."
Instead, we can think,
How am I going to tell Mom
I and Dad I can't graduate next
spring because...." Here are a
ew scenarios as to why you
•flight have to tell your parents
this wonderful bit of news:
% advisor didn't give me
' e correct information I needto graduate on time." This
ls not a shot at our advisors,
•flind you. They generally do
'!n excellent job. Nevertheless,
lev aIso have a lot of things
1 'heir minds. They are only

able to walk on stage in May
and it will burn me out," "I
need just one, two, maybe
three extra units to graduate, it
doesn't matter what class I
take, and I can't take them
because I have a great summer
job. It's the same summer job
that helps me pay for this
place." You get the picture.
The Academic Council and
Ad Hoc Calendar Committee
had good reasons to take
away January term. Ron
Hoversted, the MBA program
director, assured that the stu
dents who usually enroll in
January term will probably
enroll in summer school. The
bulk of UOP courses are four
units, which cannot be accom
modated in the three-week
period set aside for winter
courses. There are simply not
enough weeks in the year to
accommodate fall, spring,
summer and January term, as
human.
Christmas gets in the way. The
Let s try some others: "Two committee was concerned that
the classes I need to gradu- classes
would
fall
on
' will be offered at the same Christmas Eve. No one wants
11e this spring," "I will have
that.
1 Pehtion for extra units to be
Nevertheless, students do
ac'fican

|

want to graduate on time. The
fact is, many scenarios out of
students' control can take
place that would prevent
them from graduating in May.
That safety net in January is
needed. But now, the summer
will be lengthened by a week,
giving us two five-week sum
mer sessions and one fourweek summer session, as
opposed to the latter being
one three-week session.
Winter break will decrease by
one week.
UOP will lose income with
out January term. It is not clear
how much profit, if any, was
made last winter, since the
University did not have the
figures available. Many nontraditional students who work
during the summer but have a
free winter due to Christmas,
will lose the opportunity of
paying UOP to attend winter
courses. UOP students will
either have a summer job, an
internship, or be forced to
choose a less expensive school
to take their summer courses
in. Also, there is no doubt that
unless students have winter

courses available back home,
many California universities
such as San Jose State would
welcome UOP students to
take their winter program.
People either want to travel
or work in the summer. Winter
was a great opportunity to fit
in those few extra units need
ed to graduate. UOP has lost a
wonderful source of income,
not only from the classes, but
also from the housing stu
dents would have needed.
Furthermore, classes offered
during January term such as a
trip to Africa more than likely
will not be as popular during
fall and spring. Students
won't have the opportunity to
obtain units through travel
without being concerned with
other courses.
Rather than gripe, though,
students can look on the
bright side. UOP is inviting
students to take cheaper win
ter courses elsewhere or spend
quality time with their fami
lies. Students will continue to
travel, work, or maybe take
some courses during the sum
mer.

editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office
on the third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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U.S. aims to keep Iraq weak
Dear Editor:
If the American people
believe that the reason the
United States is preparing to
bomb Iraq has anything to do
with Iraq possessing weapons
of mass destruction, I'm
afraid they are being sadly
deceived.
Nations rarely, if ever, tell
their populations the real rea
sons for military action. It is
very galling to hear the
United States, which has fired
over 300 tons of radioactive
material into Iraq during the
Persian Gulf war, complain
about mass destruction. The
economic sanctions against
Iraq could be considered a
weapon of mass destruction,
killing people and leaving
property untouched. What

about the bombing of Iraq's
water purification and sewage
treatment plants, which still
haven't been repaired because
of
the
embargo?
Contaminated water there is
leading to epidemics of dis
ease. This is another weapon
of mass destruction!
Why aren't American
inspectors present in other
countries that have weapons
of mass destruction and have
invaded neighboring coun
tries? Israel has nuclear
weapons and has invaded
Lebanon, still occupying parts
of that country. South Africa
has nuclear weapons and
under apartheid rule invaded
Namibia and Angola. Both
India and Pakistan have atom
bombs and have had border
disputes for years.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS MILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by one
third or $1,500, which
ever amount is greater,

a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to PerkinsIx)ans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debtreliefis just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask yourArmy Recruiter.

(209) 951-3541

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com

I suggest that the real rea
sons for inspections and sanc
tions are to keep Iraq weak
and provide an excuse to keep
aircraft carriers and a large
U.S. military force in the
region to protect the profits of
the oil companies. Also, keep
ing Saddam Hussein as the
bogeyman in the Middle East
provides an opportunity for
American weapons manufac
turers to sell a lot of weapons
to nations bordering Iraq. The
United States is the world's
number one arms merchant.
If these ideas sound like a
conspiracy theory to anyone, I
say they are a lot more logical
than the fairy tales which
appear in the U.S. media!
Sincerely,
Gary Sndborough

Pacifican:

Doing
better

T

Question of the week
COMPILED BY MATT JOHNSON

Should the
Univer
January term?
"Yes, because it is an
opportunity for those
students with majors
that have more require,
ments to have time to
finish in four years."

Sophomore

"Sure, because it
affords students who
are behind an oppor
tunity to graduate on
time."
-Christopher Jeffrey,,
Junior
"Yes, because I
think it provides a
little diversion for
students to focus on
one class at a
time."

Dear Editor
As a student of UOP, I
would like to let The
Pacifican staff know how
much I enjoy the newly
revised paper.
Also, my mother sub
scribes to The Pacifican, and
she commented that she was
very impressed with the
changes that have come
about recently. She now
looks forward to receiving
The Pacifican.
Keep up the wonderful
work!
Sincerely,
Julie Davis

2CAN

HF P,""I

Keith Arntson,
Senior

"Yes, and t think
they should expand
it to a wider variety
of classes."
—Steven Desrochers,
Senior

Sherry

Independent Beauty Consultant

Complimentary Makeover
from the best selling brand of facial skin care
and color cosmetics in the U.S.

477-8217
Career Opportunities are available!

"Yes...just because!"
—Kenna Sosser,
Seni<>r
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ome American athletes disgrace Olympics
OTT SWITZER
cifican Staff Writer
When you think about the
lympics, do you think about
l0nOr, tradition, or a time
vhen the various countries
i put aside their differences
nd compete in a friendly
nvironment?
This is what I think of, and
ore than likely many other
ople think this as well. So
' is it that whenever some-ne will look back on these
Olympics, there will a
lack mark?
This was caused by some
players among the men's U.S.
Hockey team. Some of these
•overpaid athletes, when upset
about being eliminated from
(lie medal rounds, threw a
temper tantrum and trashed
their rooms in the Olympic
village. The point is not the
idamage inflicted on the
rooms, that was minimal. The
point is that these athletes
were representing our coun
try and they disgraced us
with their adolescent and
immature behavior.
These were the first

Olympics at which NHL play
ers were allowed to play for
team USA. Judging from their
behavior, maybe it should be
the last. We can get the feeling
that some U.S. NHL players
never
really
took
the
Olympics seriously from the
start. After all, they were the
reigning world champions.
The NHL players viewed
this as a vacation from their
more intense NHL schedules.
Most of the players were seen
on numerous occasions out
late partying. Maybe if they
had spent as much time prac
ticing as they did partying,
they would have done better
and had no reason to be upset.
The fact is, the parties took
such a precedence that coach
Ron Wilson had to cancel a
practice the day before team
USA lost to Canada.
The players involved in this
incident should not only be
ashamed of themselves, but
they should be ashamed for spoiled brats just because they
Most athletes did not come
all of the fans that they let could not get their way. These away from the Olympics with
down. These men are sup men were representing their a gold medal, but the other
posed to be role models. They country, and should have athletes did not see fit to
should think more of their taken that a lot more seriously destroy their rooms and
destroy Olympic tradition. 1
influence than to act like than they did.

think that it is time these ath
letes woke up and realized
that they are not little gods.
Just because they have a talent
does not give them the right
to always have their way.

'Titanic' movie propaganda: Enough is enough
DREW REYES
Pacifican Staff Writer
Is there anyone else out
there who is sick of "Titanic"?
't began with those extrava
gant movie trailers at least six
months in advance. After the
first few weeks, "Titanic"
madness was in full effect.
But now, with over ten weeks
m a row in the number one
sP°t, I'm really getting sick of
it-1 wouldn't be surprised if I
am fhe only person left in this
country that hasn't seen
Titanic" for the first time. I
just couldn't see the point in
paying $7.50 to see another
disaster movie. We've had
Twister" and "Volcano" and
Hard
Rain"
and
. 'dependence
Day."
Enough is enough.
I low exactly does a movie
Spontaneously transform into
? Phenomenon like "Titanic"
has? lfs "Titanic" now. From

being the highest costing
movie at more than $200 mil
lion dollars to its excessive
run time at almost three and a
half hours, everything about
Titanic is big.
It's been nominated for 14
Oscars, tied for the most ever.
Don't forget about the sound
track. Of course it's number
one for the umpteenth week
in a row. And there's that
damn song by Celine Dion,
the
love
theme
from
"Titanic." And the book, the
(what a surprise) number one
bestseller written by the
film's
director,
James
Cameron.
I just saw on the news that
a British tour agency is offer
ing real underwater tours of
the actual Titanic wreckage
off the coast of New
Foundland. And you know
what is really disgusting?
Thousands of people will
come from all over the world

and pay the $30,000 price tag. hype, and I'm ready for it all
And don't even start me on to fall by the wayside like all
that pretty boy Leonardo Di the rest. "Star Wars" is the
Caprio. Isn't it the ultimate number-one grossing movie
travesty that he wasn't nomi of all time at more than $460
nated for an Academy Award million, and "Titanic" is on
like three of his other ship pace to pass it. I don't know
mates? I'm sure that you can about you, but I want "Star
feel my disappointment. I'm Wars" to stay number one—it
tired of all the fuss and all the belongs on top, not "11tame."

I will probably end up
watching "Titanic" when it
comes out on video, but I will
not go see it in the theater.
They don't need my money
They have got everyone else's
already. The commercializa
tion of the film has gone too
far. No more "Titanic,"
please; just let it go.

.OPINION
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Call the Fire Dept.: Scandal behind the smoke
JACLYN EDWARDS
Pacifican Staff Writer
I have been amazed, enter
tained and intrigued by a
three-ring circus, but nothing
could prepare me for the Las
Vegas-type
spectacle
in
Washington.
President Clinton, Saddam
Hussein, Monica Lewinsky,
Ken Starr and Kofi Annan
have become household
names for weeks. The media
has portrayed these charac
ters as if they were a cast in a
hit sitcom or soap opera.
However, President Clinton
seems to be the director of this
American drama.
Amazingly, since his State
of the Union address on Jan.
28, President Clinton appears
to be more than just the
"comeback kid."
An
NBC/Wo//
Street
Journal poll found that 56
percent
of
Americans
approved of the job Clinton
was doing, and by Feb. 8, the
president's ratings soared

another 12 percent to 68 per
cent.
On the other hand, there is
another factor to consider
when weighing this poll.
For example, 49 percent of
Americans said that Clinton
should not be impeached
even if he lied under oath or
induced Lewinsky to lie
under oath. One question that
should be raised is how many
of the respondents under
stood
what
the
term
"impeachment" meant.
Some may have thought
that impeachment was a
removal from office, but in
reality it isa process of accusa
tion by the House of
Representatives.
Besides the possibility that
Americans are political igno
rant there is another person
who has aided in Clinton's
special effects.
Thanks to the efforts of
Kofi Annan, Clinton can wipe
the sweat off his brow. Not
only has catastrophe been
avoided, but Clinton can

*

Allegedly, there is an old
Russian proverb that says,
"The church is near but the
road is icy; the bar is far away
but I will walk carefully."
Here at UOP we have a
church (well chapel actually),
so where is the bar? I think we
have the proverb backwards.
As it stands, many UOP stu
dents apparently drive while
intoxicated every weekend in
order to get back from a night
out with friends.
While I will be the first to
proclaim that drinking and
driving is stupid, many peo
ple still do it. If we had a col
lege pub, students could stay
on campus more often. There
would be fewer accidents,
fewer tickets, and let's face it,
Stockton is not the safest place
to be at night sober or other
wise.
Let us not forget the
tremendous
amount
of

money that UOP could make
from a campus pub. The bar
could purchase beer at a cost
of fifty cents to a dollar per
glass and resell it at two to
five dollars per glass like
every bar in town. This would
give UOP money for a variety
of campus improvements as
well as money for alcohol
awareness activities.
Purchases at such a pub
would have to be age restrict
ed (state law and all) and
there would have to be some
form of security, particularly
on weekends. Some of the
money earned could go to our
public safety department for
extra officers which we need
anyway.
For those of us who occa
sionally suffer from the
Heineken
Uncertainty
Principle (you can never be
sure how many beers you had
the previous night) we at least
would know that we were
near home and around
friends.

'tfl
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claim to have played out this
horror story brilliantly.
According to news writer,
Eric Alterman of MSNBC,
"The only hope of actually
reducing the threat that
Hussein's nasty weapons
posed was to reinstate the
U.N. inspections regime with

'a* '
access to previously denied
sites." Now that this plan is
underway, Clinton is headed
to win a war without having
to fight it.
President Clinton should
not be hailed for his skills in
progress. Instead he has mas
terfully devised a smoke

screen too thick for American
to see through. Let us not fori®
get that Clinton does remaif
vulnerable on Whitewater!
the Monica Lewinsky accusal
tions, Iraq (if Saddam shoul|
go back on his word), and ta
many other issues to count

She said. ..

He said. . .
MIKE COMB
Pacifican Staff Writer

|.fA

HEATHER BRANDT
Pacifican Staff Writer

UOP Pub:
Promote
alcohol or
curb drinkin
and driving

It is Friday night, you are
21, and you're just not up to
another fraternity party. You
want a place where you can
listen to music, dance, and
hang out with your friends,
but you don't want to venture
out into Stockton. Wouldn't a
bar on campus just solve all of
your problems?
You wouldn't have to
exclude one of the gang by
designating a driver. You
would be in walking distance
of home if you needed
absolutely anything. You
would no longer be able to
say, "There's nothing to do
around here!"
It would be a good escape
for students looking for a nonGreek atmosphere. Plus, you
wouldn't have to get your
name on a list or have inside
connections to get into a bar.
If set up the right way, UOP
could benefit from the extra

revenue a social facility
would provide. It might also
create more jobs for student.
Prospective students may

even favor UOP over another
school if they knew the cam
pus catered to their needs.
We all know the drinkm,
situations on campus an
,hink a regular to««jj
be much safer. Yo
watch your drink being
and a responsible totenfc |
would have the rig
,
no to a severely inebnaW

ties, a bar would o
ety of drinks other
It would also cater
drinkers who may
purchase a soda

.
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alcohol.
„,1swouldnt
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A bar
on
a
ar
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more
D
promote drinking
drinking aw
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ALEX ZAMWSKV
METRO EDITOR
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A luau, three championships: It's a Hawaiian thina

ALEXZAMANSKY

Metro Editor
If there is one word that is
known as universal to its lan
guage, it is "Aloha" from the
Hawaiian culture. This, in an
interesting sort of way, brings
us to the University of the
Pacific, some 3000 miles away
from the Hawaiian islands.
However, if you would like to
get a taste of what Hawaii is
about, try the McCaffrey
Center Conference Room
twice a month and meet this
month's featured club — the
Hawaii Club.
The Hawaii Club boasts 50
members who all wish to
"spread the Hawaiian culture
to the students and faculty of
UOP, as well as the Stockton

community."
The Hawaii
Club holds numerous events
throughout the year. Some of
their events include Broomball
in October, trips to San
Francisco and Gilroy, and an
ice cream party every now and
then. But the main event for
which the club is most known
is their annual Luau, held in
May. In talking to Jennifer
Tokuno, the Vice-President,
the club is most respected for
the "ways our members are
able to bond and become clos
er by sharing each other's cul
ture."
In addition to having a fas
cinating culture, the members
of the Hawaii Club are proud
and distinguished champions
in the intramural program
here at Pacific. The Hawaii

Pacifican of the Week

Counseling you
LARA ZAMANSKY
Pacifican Staff Writer

seling and confidence that
you need. One of the people
available to help you is Dr.
Everyday many college Alice Mayall.
students are faced with norDr. Alice Mayall is the
mal problems such as develAssociate
Director and
°Pmenta1
T r a i n i n g
concerns
Director
at
about their
Now, at UOP she is the counsel
acad em ic
able to pass on her ing center.
ar|d
social
She has been
knowledge to all
,ives. They
working here
may be conwho need it.
at UOP for
c e r n e d
about
two
ab°ut a p er
and
a
half
a
a
so a
problem they are hav- years and is loving every
8
maybe they are conminute of it. Mayall enjoys
ce °*
r
about a friend or working with the students
rQ
y0°mniate- So, where do and helping them with their
*ith
^ ^°U neec* ^elp problems. She says, "pri9
that
Persona^ problem marily, I am here to help
^'ith ^°U
*S 'nterferin8 students in times of emoor y°u want
to y°Vr
tional distress. Sometimes
^ ^°r someone students need someone to
e,sef TU
e one and
only talk with who can help them
Cou
asea
°n c
ng Center is here through difficult periods.
yoUrampUS t0 ^e'P y°u with Students come to us with
have Pro^ems- You may very serious issues and are
is s L 0 t realized that there in need of support and
that c 3 PlaCC here at UOP guidance."
an 8ive you the counMayall has many respon-

'

The Hawaii Club gets together for another one of their many fun and enjoyable events.
Club has won championships
in the following sports: soccer,
volleyball and flag football.
If you would like to learn
more about the culture of the
Hawaiian students here at
Pacific, stop in at the meetings
in the Conference Room locat-

ed in the McCaffrey Center Hawaiian, and of course,
every other Sunday at 4pm. everyone is always welcome
Dues for joining the Hawaii at our meetings." Take advan
Club are $6 per semester and tage of this great opportunity
$10 for the whole year. Just to meet and chat with people
remember, as Jennifer Tokuno from a place in the world
says, "Feel free to come in. where Aloha is the mark of the
You don't have to be common language, Hawaii.

sibilities during her busy learn all the skills they need
days at the counseling cen and is polish their skills in
ter. Not only does she coun working with the students.
sel the students, but as train Mayall states, "I thoroughly
ing director she also super enjoy being a part of UOP. It
vises the interns at the cen is certainly the most positive
I've
ever
ter. She is helping them to environment

worked in. The Division of
Student Life is great—very
caring and respectful of staff
and students."
Mayall attended Mills
College in the footsteps of
See Pacifican, page 13

Attention: The results are in. . .
How often do you read The Pacifican?
Various student opinions on the
subject:
"I read it once a week because that is
when it comes out."
-Katie Hall
"A lot of my friends are writers and it
gives me a clue to what's going on."
-Michelle Sproat
"Its good reading material while I'm
going to the bathroom."
-Ja red Jordan
y

More than once a week

||ggj Once a week
Uj M Only when something into:
you
^ |

|Not at all

I
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Health Link

Echinacea: Miracle herb
SARAH GRIMES
Paciflcan Guest Writer
Pharmacognosy is the sci
ence of natural products.
With an estimated 1 in 3
patients already using herbal
products, it is reasonable for
physicians to become famil
iar with the more commonly
used herbal preparations. As
a physician solely trained in
western medicine, the use of
herbal products poses three

THE PACIFI,

major concerns. The first con tions. Two studies have
cern is the amount of evi shown decreased duration of
dence-based research avail cold and flu symptoms when
able about such products. compared to placebo and a
Unfortunately, few herbal slight benefit in preventing
products have been proven colds when compared to
safe and effective through placebo. My personal take is
well designed clinical trials. that using echinacea makes
My second personal concern much more sense than the
is in regards to the safety of absurd western practice of
packaging and reporting of prescribing antibiotics to treat
active ingredients. Along the viral agent of the common
with uncertainty about the cold. The fact that antibiotics
active ingredients, other sub do not cure viral infections is
stances added deliberately or well documented in evidence
by mistake can adversely based research.
The correct dosage of echi
effect the safety of the prod
uct. Finally, and most impor nacea has not been estab
tantly, just because a product lished. Higher doses, approx
is "natural" does not mean it imately 800 mg/day, seem
is harmless. Most of the peo more effective than lower.
ple who have become seri Echinacea appears safe except
ously ill or injured from herbs in patients allergic to daisies.
Safe use of herbal prepara
each year had the mistaken
belief that if something is nat tions include the following.
ural, it is safe at any dose and Don't use during pregnancy.
in any combination.
More is not better; damage to
One of the
liver, kidneys
more
com My personal take is and
other
monly used
organs
can
that using
herbal prod
occur when
echinacea makes
ucts this time
large quanti
of year is echi
much more sense
ties are ingest
This
nacea.
ed over a long
than the absurd
herb is used to
period
of
stimulate the western practice of
time.
Don't
immune sys
prescribing
use a large
tem to pre
of
antibiotics to treat variety
vent or treat
herbs on a
the viral agent of
colds,
flues
regular basis.
and
other
the common cold. Learn
as
recurrent ^ ^
much as you
infections
can about the
such as those seen in 1-HIV. herbs you are taking. The
Echinacea can also be used library, World Wide Web or
typically for insect stings, your personal physician can
burns, and other inflamma all be excellent resources.

Dr.Grimes is tak
ing over for Dr.
Forsythe as the
Healthlink
columnist.

Greek Life

O thank the men of Pi Kappa Alpha for hosting our first T
exchange of the spring semester on February 21. A great I
K time was had bv all who attended! Coming up in early p
March, Delta Gammas are looking forward to an aweA some Founder's Day luncheon. The celebration will be ®
M held at a Sacramento area Country Club and will be fl
N attended by other DG chapters such as Sacramento 0
O State, UC Davis, and UC Berkeley. Finally, with the ^
n semester in full swing, Delta Gamma would like to wish
all students good luck with their upcoming midterms1 ^
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Pi Kappa Alpha

Members from Pi Kappa Alpha attended their Golden
West Regional Conference in Los Angeles during Bid
Day weekend. Out of the entire region, the house was E
chosen for a Chapter Excellence award and an A
Outstanding Community Service award, which they y
brought home and are proudly displayed aPthe Pike g
House. The members would also like to announce their
achievement in once again attaining the highest CPA on X
campus with a 2.90. This not only beats all other frater- A
nities on campus, but it also beats the average men's £
GPA on campus of a 2.76. Finally, the men of Pi Kappa ^
Alpha would like to thank the ladies of Delta Gamma for
a wonderful exchange last weekend. We had a great
time and can't wait to do it again!!!
K
"A
Archania

^

Currently, the Archania pledging-program is progressing very well, and the Men of Archania have turned 0
much of their energies and efforts inward in order to [~]
focus on this crucial time of the school year. As many g
UOP students can probably tell, pledging for Archania ^
demands our utmost attention...for it is during this time
when Archania switches gears for the purpose of concentrating on the development of a great group of new J
Archite Bros. While the tempo and activity-levels o y
Fraternity Circle may appear to be lowered a few rtok - ^
es, the Brothers of Archania are pumped up as a house, __
and we are ever looking forward to the addition of some ..
new awesome Archites in the near future!
^
Z
Other than finalizing plans for Archania's Mom s- ay ip
and Dad's-Day projects, the house is plugging away as ^
usual, and anticipating the advent of summer wea e ^
along with the rest of the school.
_

E
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Thursday Night Spec^

Thursday March 5th
$1.00 Beer Specials
New Outside Patio Seating

Editor s Note: If you have any questions or concerns you
would like answered, please contact Dr. Grimes at the
Health Center or call Alex at the Pacifican at 946-2114.

z

A
B
Delta Gamma
tp
The
ladies
of
Delta
Gamma
would
like
to
take
this
X
A opportunity to once again welcome our beautiful new n
members into our house. We could not have asked for a
E better group of girls! DG would also like to formally ^

7 Satellite TV's

Now Open on Saturday & Sunday at 9:00 A.M.
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON. CA 95-

(209)478-6290

J
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From the desk of the Deputy City Manager
ortar Board's
prof of the Month' Stockton, UOP, and you
PACIFICAN

at UOP since 1969, makes
himself available to all stu
| psychology
Professor dents—whether they are in
enneth Beauchamp was his classes or simply have a
ected by the members of question or two. He is con
(ortar Board
sidered
an
"Professor
expert in psy
[ the Month"
chology who
r February.
loves to share
I Although
his
knowl
ft a u c h a m p
edge with his
forks in t h e
students.
Jsychology
For these
lepartment,
qualities and
is respectmany more,
and
the members
dmired
by
of
Mortar
udents from
Board salute
umerous dishim and say
nes.
"thank you."
According
M o r t a r
Mortar Dr. Kenneth Beauchamp
B o a r d ' s
mem"Professor of
lers, he is a devoted instruc- the Month" is selected from
pr and advisor who always faculty nominees who have
out of his way to help the following qualities: lead
Judents who are in need of ership, service,
academic
uidance.
excellence and going beyond
Beauchamp, who has been their job description.

If you would like for your Fraternity or
Sorority to share its news and events,
please submit them to The Pacifican on
the third floor of Hand Hall or contact
Alex at 946-2115.
Psychic Readings

• Money to Loan
We Buy or Loan
Money on
Rolex Watches,
diamonds,
jewelry, almost
anything of value.

Helpful advice on all problems
past. present. future

With this ad...
card readings $10
palm readings $5

Annette's
Jewelry & Loan Co.
Pawnbrokers

Patricia
1119 E. Harding Way
_ (209)463-2203
nizy A < AK>:

474-7532 - 7201 Pacific Ave.
2 blocks N. of Lincoln Center

NEW STUDENT]
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays

vcr)

charge S2 w/ minimum
order of S8 or more

S52

Country Club Blvd.

465-4877
3?,E- Charter Way 943-2551
Main Street 465-5464

only t K T O O
per year
Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
Call

for a brochure - (800) 655-322?

DONNA BROWN
Pacifican Staff Writer
Do you foresee any other
schools cowing to Stockton as it
expands?
As you are probably
aware, California State uni
versity is developing a pro
gram to be located on the
former
Stockton
Development
Center

grounds. I see this program
expanding over the years to
a full four year academic
program. There may be
smaller, private specialized
schools opening their doors
here.
We now have
Humphreys and
Heald
College, among
others.
There may be major colleges
or universities established
here in the future, but I do
nor expect to see it in our life
time.
Have you ever been to UOP,
and if you have, what was your
opinion of it?
I have taken a class or two
at UOP and found it to be an
enjoyable and beneficial
experience. 1 have attended
many lectures, concerts, and

volleyball games. 1 think
UOP is a great benefit to the
community with all the
activities it brings us.
Students here at UOP wish
to become more recognized in
the community. How might
they go about doing that?
One of the best ways is to
get involved in community
activities. Organizations are
always looking for volun
teers to do such things as
tutor,
coach,
organize
events, etc.
Internships,
paid and unpaid, can be
arranged with local groups.
Once a UOP student deter
mines their area of interest,
they should follow up with
organizations dealing with
that interest.

Lifelong Learning

Class on writing, research
TF.RRI ALLBRIGHT
Pacifican Guest Writer
Learn to write a better
research paper and earn an
elective unit toward your
degree in one weekend with
lifelong Learning's new class
"I-Search: A Write of Passage
(Developing and Refining
Personal Knowledge)," March
6-8

This English composition
course takes students through

Pacifican.
Continued from page 11
her older sister. Then,
Mayall went on to work for
her masters and complete
her doctoral work in clinical
psychology at Northern
Illinois University. She has
worked in many places and
has had experience with
many different areas of psy
chology. She worked in New
York with children who
were maltreated and had
dramatically
disturbing
behaviors. Then, she went
on to work at a community
mental health center in the
middle of Amish territory in

i

a disciplined process of inves
tigating and seeking facts and
is designed to help you
become an articulate critical
thinker with a definite voice.
The course is taught by
writer and researcher Shirley
A. Jones.
"As students
become more self-aware and
more powerful as writers and
interpreters," says Jones, "they
develop a confidence in their
thinking and writing abilities
that can be carried across the

cirriculum to other classes and
subject matter."
"I-Search: A Write of
Passage," will meet Friday,
March 6, from 5:30-8:30;
Saturday, March 7 from 10am5pm; and Sunday, March 8
from 10am-5pm, in Knoles
303. The cost for one extended
education unit (pass/no cred
it) is $85. To register, stop by
Lifelong Learning, 235 W.
Stadium Dr. or call (209) 9462424.

Indiana.
As a youngster Mayall
decided that she wanted to
be a psychologist. She was
inspired by the writings of
famous psychologists such
as Jung, Fromm, and Frankl
to pursue her dream. Now,
at UOP she is able to pass on
her knowledge to all that
need it. She meets with stu
dents on an individual
basis. She is constantly real
izing that UOP has a very
diverse but fascinating pop
ulation of students who
have problems and issues
that need to be helped and
dealt with. The students are
not the only ones who learn

from their problems, but
Mayall is learning from their
lives as well. The students
are always impressing her
with their strengths in cop
ing skills with challenging
situations that they are
faced with.
The counseling center is
located on the northside of
the Cowell Health Center
and Dr. Mayall is available
to help you twenty four
hours a day. There is no
charge to students for a
counseling session. All the
friendly staff encourage you
to come in and take advan
tage of this great school pro
gram.
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Thursday,
March 5
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

ASUOP
Noontime Concerts
12:00 p.m. -2:00 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Stage

InterVarsity Pacific
Christian Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
11:30 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
WPC 135

ASUOP
Canidate Debate
11:45 a.m. -1:10 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Stage

ALENDAR
The Glass Menagerie

Monthly Meeting
2:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

Vietnamese Student
Association
General Meeting
5:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.
Knoles Hall 207

8:00 p.m.
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre
$8.00 General Admission,
$4.00 for faculty, students,
staff, seniors and children
under 12
For more information call
946-2116

Friday,
March 6

InterVarsity Pacific
Christiani re
Fellowship

Trouble In Toyland

Weekly Meeting
6:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

Lecture and Reception
6:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Art Center
For more information call
946-2241

ASUOP

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

Weekly
Senate/Cabinet
Meeting
6:45 p.m. -9:30 p.m.
WPC Conference Room

Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

Muslim Student
Association
Speaker

Bechtel Center
4:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
Bechtel Center

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Weekly Club Meeting
8:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

CROSSROADS
Prevention Program
Monthly A.A.
Speaker/Dinner
5:30 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Redwood Room

Association of
Filipino Americans
Meeting
5:45 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Classroom Building 122

GOT

^ssyDibIJS

Calendar Edp I' }>

Pacifica

946-2iJ

FoUcdanctn.

Folkdance Class
7:45 p.m. -10:15 p.m
George Wilson Hall

I ^

8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. I A
Faye Spanos Concert HallI r
$3.00 General AdmissioJ —
free to UOP Students ail UO
children under 12
1 31
For more information cal ^
946-2415
• 51

The Glass Menagtru

u?
8:00 p.m.
DeMarcus Brown Studi!
Theatre
$8.00 General Admissior
$4.00 for faculty, student!
staff, seniors and childre] m
under 12
For more information ca
946-2116

The Pacifican Is always looking to expand
Its circulation. If you have any
suggestions for additional circulation
sites, contact either Eric DeWees or Scott
Kaufmann at 946-2115.

'Model open daily
'Unique 1.2&3
bedrooms

K
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'Park - like setting
•Fireplaces
'Pool/Spa
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r
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Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

Comfortable living...
at Adobe Haciendas
Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms
mm
i imrm&G swastiss .ms
PRIVATE aAritaais
» ?x:
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aV-COttSS >
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For more information about the Marine Corps Officer Comjhissi0
programs, see Captain Philo at the Job Fair. Or call (916) 646-d
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[ GOT SOME JUNK TO SELL? THE PACIFICAN
Softball
OFFERS AN AFFORDABLE AND CONVENIENT
Doubleheader, UOP
ALTERNATIVE TO THOSE PESKY KIOSKS. CALL | vs. Utah State
|
MISSY AT 946-2115 TO ADVERTISE.
1:00 p.m.
Bill Simoni Field
For more information call
946-2UOP

Saturday,
March 7
Campus Apostolic
Christian Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Morris Chapel

UOP SPECIAL

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL
SUPPLEMENTS AND
SERVICES FOR
STUDENTS

UNLIMITED
$29 /

l Bedroom
Bedrooms;

TANNING

IPitii*!

MONTH
4343 Pacific Ave Suite C-l
Stockton, CA 95207

cm m>m
'

}S4PMST^

(209) 951-6299

PEACE CORPS
CURRENT OPENINGS

8:00 p.m.
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre
$8.00 General Admission,
$4.00 for faculty, students,
staff, seniors and children
under 12
For more information call
946-2116

Vicente Emilio Sojo
Choral Ensembles
6:00 p.m.
$3.00 General Admission,
free to UOP students and
children under 12
For more information call
946-2415

Peace Corps has continuous openings in education
business, agriculture, natural resources, health, anc
skilled trades projects. College juniors and seniors
encouraged to apply.

6262 West lane
-j—
/Jk

RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
NEXT WEEKI
Attend an information meeting to
find out more about Peace Corps
opportunities around the world.

Chinese New Year
Celebration

Bound Together
Ken Medema In Concert
8:00 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Free Admission
For more information call
946-2325

10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Stockton Civic Auditorium

Sunday,
March 8

Stockton Connections

Hawaii Club

Support
Group
for
gay/bisexual men
7:00 p.m.
San
Joaquin
AIDS
Foundation
(4330
N.
Pershing Ave, Ste. #B-3)
For more information call
476-8533

Weekly Meeting
2:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

Church of Lutheran
Confession

The Glass Menagerie
3t<pfos'
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955-6680

Bargain Matinees in () rrqri I
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office [

Church Service
7:30 a.m. -9:30 a.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

Tuesday,
March 10

Monday,
March 9

Tuesday World
Forum

Campus Apostolic
Fellowship
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Conference Room

Center

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

"The Peace Corps", Parin
Shah
12:00 p.m.
Bechtel
International
Center
$3.75 for lunch, free to UOP
students with I.D. card

Evensong
5:15 p.m. -5:45 p.m.
Morris Chapel

To advertise at
The Pacifican
call 946-2115.

College Student Day I
Wednesday is YOUR Day.

$12 Shampoo, Cut & Style
$29 Nova Perms
$25 Haircolor

I U.S. Marshals - PGI3

Daily: (1:25,2:00,4:15,5:00) 7:10,
7:45,10:05
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (10:45,11:15)
Late Show Fri-Sat: 10:25 PM

Wednesday Only. Must
present student ID to
receive discount.

I Dark City - R
Daily: (2:40,5:05) 7:40,10:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:45)

REGIS

HAIRSTYLISTS

I Kissing A Fool - R
Fri-Sun: (11:00) 10:10 PM
Mon-Thur: (1:40) 10:10 PM

[KrippendorfsTribe - PGI3

Wednesday, March II
1230-130pm
McCaffrey Center
Conference Room

&
For more info: call 1800-424-8580
Download an application from our web site:

www.peacecorps.gov

Weberstown Mall
957-9995

Daily: (3:15,5:30) 7:35,9:35
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (10:55,1:00)

"

GREAT COFFEE
AND ESPRESSO
FOR MORE THAN
16 YEARS!

I Senseless - R
Daily: 7:30,9:50

[Sphere - PGI3
Fri-Sun: (1:40,4:25) 7:20
Mon-Thur: (4:25) 7:20

I The Wedding Singer - PG13
Daily: (2:30,4:45) 7:05,9:30
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:15)

I The Borrowers - PG

Daily: (3:10,5:10)
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:10,1:10)

[Goodwill Hunting-R
9 Academy Award Nominations

Daily: (1:45,4:20) 7:00,9:55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:05)
Friday-Thursday 3/6-3/12

Call Your Local Independent Cruise
Specialist for Current Specials and
Free CruiseOne Magazine
We'll plan the perfect cruise for your
personality and budget.

Evelyn Palmer
1-888-869-7245
Stockton • 477-8222

CRUISEONE
#1 IN CRUISING, NATIONWIDE
nacoa

CST #200627840

CLIA

(Stockton's traditional!
coffeehouse

Blackwater Cafe
MmuFri 7.-»in-r>mliiij*fil &il<tonvnik!night
Sun o.tm-lllpin

d|2 N. YONCOIUC St..
209-943-6938

CALENDAR
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To subscribe to The
Paciflcan call 946-2115.
If you subscribe now you
can still get the
semester's back issues at
no additional cost.

ORLY

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

WHAT IS THE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT ORLY?
The Phil Donahue Show
"Orly is a Unique personal matchmaker..."

Ron Reagan Show
"Oely, born a matchmaker..."

Sally Jesse Rafael Show
'Orly's service is designed for the
professionals..."

AM Los Angeles Show
two of Orly's clients were married live on
the show...The wedding of the year"

Eyewitness News (ABC)

Baseball, UOP vs. Cal
State Hayward
7:00 p.m.
Billy Hebert Field
For ticket information call
946-2UOP

Men's Volleyball, UOP
vs. Penn State

"Orly, matchmaker in action..."

Jewish T.V. Network
"Orly is a real marrige broker..."

Montell Williams Show
"Orly's clients are simply top of the line..."

Cleveland Tonight Show
"Orly a touch of class..."

Orange County News Channel
"Orly champagne wishes..."

Am Northwest Show, Oregon
"Orly the one and only matchmaker..."

Good Evening Seattle Show
"Orly is an investment in your future..."

The Dimi Petty Show, Canada
"Orly has a sixth sense..."

National Enquirer

Men /Women earn $375 weekly processing /assemblt
Medical ID. Cards at home. Immediate openings, yourta:
area. Experience unnecessary, will train. Call Medicard 1
541-386-5290 Ext. 118M

Spring Job Fair
3:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.

Peace Corps
Information
tiori Meeting
12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room
For more information call
(800) 424-8590 (press "1")

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

Confidential HIV
Testing

CROSSROADS

Special Events
committee
Con
Weekly Meeting
2:00 p.m. -3:30 p.m.
Taylor Conference Room

"Orly, world renowned matchmaker..."

KTLA Morning News

Help Wanted

Wednesday,
March 11

7:00 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center
For ticket information call
946-2UOP

6:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.
Cowell Health Center
Cost is free (oral testing
$17)

j

unior Piano Recital,
oseph La Rosa

Program to inlcude Bach,
Mozart, Stravinsky and
Chopin
8:00 p.m.
Recital Hall
Admission is free

M.E.C.H.A.
General Meeting
8:00 p.m.
Bechtel
International
Center

-MARC" * 10a

Probation Assistant, p/t in Sacramento County juveni!*]
institutions. $12.43/hr, pd. training, Min. qualification 9C|
semester hours & Senior standing in accredited 4 -yr. c
lege. Job description and application avail, at 710 J. ST I
Sacramento or www.calweb/sacprob/sacprob.html. ]
(916) 875-0217.
Photographer needed for Const. Co. to take pic. of sites L
Some experience required. Pay negotiable. For more infor-l
mation call 943-5058.

Career & Internship Center has a wide variety of part ]
time job postings that are available to students. Thei
American Reads program is looking for one-on-one tutor 1
to work with local elementary and middle school yout'n|
Position pays $10 per hour. Additionally, there is a week|
end job opening for an assistant with 93.5 FM (The Cabin)]
Someone needed to assist with radio operations, news writ
ings and production. These are just two of the many openl
ings we currently have, so please come by to see us in tire
second floor of McConchie Hall.

Group Meeting
6:45 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

Phi Alpha Delta
Law Fraternity
6:30 p.m.
Weber Hall #204

Fundraising

Dysphorias: Trouble In Toyland

In this three-person collabo
ration, the "hard to bearness" of
gender will be investigated
through the trope of toys. Large
shadows and sound will perme
ate the space of the gallery,
evoking a dysphoric toyland.
This ex!fhibit willbe in view from
Februa __ through March 26,
February
1998 at the "ichi
Richard H. and
Majorie M. Reynolds Gallery. A
he public
pi
Reception for the
will be
held "on Friday, March 6, from
7:30) p.m. to 9:00 jp.m.. A lecture
ra precede the
by the artists will
reception at 6:00 p.m.
For more information call
946-2241.

Raise $500 in one week. Fundraising opportunities ava
able. No financial obligation. Great for clubs. For more|
info call (888) 51-A PLUS ext. 51

Miscellaneous
Spring Break!! Rosarito Beach, From $49 - $219 For mc
info call 1 888 742 2684
Lose Weight - Feel Great! Omnitrition Products wor
Natural Energy boosters. Fat & Starch blockers aval
International company. Walking distance from CO •
465-6048 for more information.
Mexico or Hawaii only $250 r/t. Europe $239 o/w lworldwide destinations cheap! Only terrorists get \ ou
cheaper! Air Tech (212) 219-7000. (800) 575-tech.
airtech.com

"Orly has a dream date for you..."

Orange County Register
"Orly has a match for the sincere singles..."

The Heritage Weekly
"Orly Is nationally and internationally
known..."

Los Angeles Times
"Orly matches the rich and successful.."

Dallas Morning Newspaper
"Orly made countless introductions..."

Beverly Hills Today
"Orly is the Rolls Royce of matchmaking

KF1 Talk Radio
"Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sense..."

WLAC Nashville Radio
"Orly is a celebrity matchmaker..."

FREE
Ul MlNCM I S I'llOM ( ONSt I I M ION

I

(310)659-7337 BEVERLY HILLS

AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES - FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFTBEER -WINES

S 2300 W.Alpine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Block From 1-5)

SMUT:
(|)r i,
irfcCIM. :
12.00 off
i
Any Large Pizza j
vd'tii coupon
one coupon per pizza
expires 5/31/98|

1

>
!
1

ANGEL
iPRACTK

Dr. Carlos Rangel
The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242
Stockton, CA 95203

Phone (209) 948-5070
Specializing in auto accidents

JULIE ANTON
LIVING EDITOR

'ACIFICAN

:H5, 1998

946-2114

Nothin' but net
JULIE ANTON
LIVING EDITOR

-

This week I have a great
site for all you Internet
junkies out there. This site
can be used for enter
tainment purposes,
for
research ^
l
papers, or for /
challenging your
friends.
The
(
name of the page ^
^
is
Pulsefinder \
V
and it's been called
Interactive
an
Polling Network.
At www.pulsefinder.com
you can find out all you want
to know about what today's
students think about every
thing from sports to televi
sion to politics. A recent sur
vey conducted
throguh
Pulsefinder.com shows that
64 percent of polled students
agree with the NBA one-year
ban of Latrell Sprewell. Only
19 percent of students feel
that Bill Clinton should
resign
the
presidency.
Students also state that they
think Kramer should be the
Seinfeld character to get his
own show (but the Soup Nazi
did get 17 percent of the vote)
and that Panama City Beach
is the hot place to go for
Spring Break. These engaging
questions are just sample of
what can be found on

Pulsefinder.com.
You can find out more
about the Olympics, prob
lems in Iraq, and even about
the most popular sites on the
web. A current hot topic at
the site
is
the
Acadamy Awards,
coming soon in
\ March. You can
cast your vote
2)
^or
your
favorite stars,
~\
// and then find
Y
out how you
compare to the rest
of the nation.
I'm sure there are some of
you out there who are as sick
of hearing about the Monica
Lewinsky scandal as I am. If
so, let your voice be heard
and lock in your votes.
Another site I am excited
to tell you about is The
Pacifican's own web site! Of
course many of you probably
saw the full page add across
from my section last week.
But just in case you didn't,
you have to check it out. Its
address is pacifican.uop.edu
and you can access some sto
ries from our paper by sim
ply pressing a button. Tell
your parents, tell alumni, and
be sure to tell your friends
abroad who may not have
access to the paper but who
still want to be updated on
our university.

Funny Ha Ha
STEVE CABRAL
Pacifican Staff Writer
Guy #1: 1 heard you went
to jail for stealing? '
Guy #2: No, 1 went to jail
because I got caught.

VWT/UOT/
WOT/

Teen #1: My dad told me
not to go tostrip bars because
I might see something i
shouldn't,
Teen #2: What did you see
when you went?
Teen #1: My dad.

LIVING

Mission Impossible: Great Mexican foot
Most
Trendy
Ways to
Greet
Someone

Hey baby

Wass
happenen?
Helllllooo
Nurse!
What's
dude?
Whud

(THE NOD)
COMPILED BY
ALEX AND ALLISON

ERICA BIRLEW
Pacifican Staff Writer
Once
again
your
Epicurean Ambassador has
braved the dangerous world
of alternative cuisine to
improve your knowledge of
the dining establishments of
Stockton. My ultimate goal
this year is to discover a truly
exceptional Mexican restau
rant near UOP. This week
my dinner companion and I
experienced the Mexican cui
sine offered at Santiago's in
Lincoln Center.
This quaint dining estab
lishment has an excellent
cocktail lounge and features
a wide selection of imported
and domestic beers and won
derful margaritas. The small
restaurant was quickly filled
during the dinner hour;
however, the service was
exceptional. We were imme
diately
given
delicious
homemade chips and salsa.
As we munched on our
appetizer,
we
were
impressed at the extensive
menu. Each dinner is served
with a side of Spanish rice,
refried beans, and home

ALEX ZAMANSKY
Metro Editor
Has anyone ever noticed
that dining hall food looks a
lot different when they
serve it to you, as opposed
to when you bring it to your
table and start eating? I
have yet to see a single item
of food served either at
Elbert or Grace Covell
where the food looked as
"good and wholesome"
under the counter light as it
did when I actually took a
fork to it, or even one of
those "spoons" that could
be used to shovel snow.
Does anyone remember
Ryan Harsch's letter to the
editor last week? You know,
the one where he calls The
Pacifican "garbage, a com
plete farce" and "something
that students do not read."
Allright, now that I have

Z

^

Santiago's, located in Lincoln Center, offers college friendly prices and homemade cuisin
made flour tortillas. Each
meal was consistent with
their $6 to $7 price range,
which comes in handy for
Stockton's starving college
students.
My dinner companion
ordered the create-your-own
combination which consisted
of a tamale and a beef enchi
lada. I ordered the chicken
taco and the beef enchilada
combination dinner. Overall,

See Restaurant, page 20

jogged your memory, think
of the irony that the situa
tion created. Here is a writ
ten letter stating that no one
reads the newspaper, yet, it
is his letter that was printed
in the Editorial section that
everyone is fuming and
laughing over. But wait,

See Soph Spot, page 20

Recipe of the me I

ERICA BIRLEW
Pacifican Staff Writi

1 can of tuna
1-2 spoonfuls of mayo
1-2 sweet pickles, or relis
1 pita pocket

Mix tuna, mayo, and fin
chopped pickles or re I
in a bowl. Stuff pita- A<
favorite sandwhich fixin
to your liking. Enjoy!

LIVING
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Dark City' is a twisted tale of fantasy and reality
#VV LINE CINEMA

Alex Proyas, the acclaimed
of The Crow , brings
j, unique visual style to this
jturistic thriller about a man
(ho discovers that his memo
es, and reality as he knows
are artificial creations.
A brilliant, complex film
arring Rufus Sewell, Kiefer
therland, Jennifer Connelly
Richard O'Brien, and
Mlliam Hurt, Dark City is a
ale of mythic proportions
bout one man's battle to
[claim his destiny.
John Murdoch (Sewell)
wakens alone in a strange
tel to find that he is wanted
a series of brutal murders,
problem is that he can't
•mber whether he com
irector

AROUND

mitted the murders or not. In
fact, most of his memories
have completely vanished,
and for one brief moment, he
is convinced that he has gone
completely mad.
Pursued
by
Detective
Bumstead (Hurt), Murdoch
seeks to unravel the twisted
riddle of his identity. As he
edges closer to solving the
mystery, he stumbles upon a
fiendish underworld controlled by a group of ominous
beings collectively known as
The Strangers. These shadow
like figures possess the ability
to stop time and alter physical
reality through a process
known as Tuning - by focus
ing their minds, they are able
to change the environment.
Through an evolutionary

annm,
i, , . .
anomaly, Murdoch is also
endowed with this power and
thus, he alone is able to resist
The Strangers' control over
his mind.
And for that he must be
destroyed.
With the help of the
inscrutable Doctor Schreber
(Sutherland), Murdoch is able
to stay a step ahead of his
adversVLThde he slowly
y
—
•
pieces
together
the
labyrinthine puzzle of his
past - his bittersweet child
hood, his love for his
estranged
wife,
Emma
(Connelly), and the key to a
hideous series of murders
which he is suspected of com
mitting.
Look for Dark City in the
aters soon.

J

J

Bufus Sewel stars in the futuristic thriller, 'Dark City.'

matet
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- Conspiracy Theory
Soul Food
'• The Game
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-face Off
V'thing To Lose
•

'• % ^st Friend's
bedding
Tire Down Below
[ Hoodlum

1. Usher "Nice & Slow"

JULIE ANTON
Living Editor
The former vocalist of the
Rugburns has released his
excellent debut solo album
entitled "One Left Shoe", in
stores soon. Who am I talking
about? It's Steve Poltz - a cre
ative and talented artist from
San Diego, CA.
Poltz' new CD is a great
mix of soft rock and country
twang. Reminiscent of James
Taylor's sound, "One Left
Shoe" provides its audience

with an acoustic down-home
feel and excellent lyrics.
Fast paced it's not, but
"One Left Shoe" is sure to
please almost every type of
music fan with its clear quali
ty and rich sound. Unlike
some bands whose lead
singers rely on strong guitars
and a heavy beat to carry
their rangeless voices, Poltz
does fine on his own. To say it
simply, he just sounds good.
Not only can Poltz carry a
tune, he is also a talented
song writer. He has collabo

rated with artist Jewel on sev
eral occasions, and actually
co-wrote her most popular
title "You Were Meant For
Me". Other songs they pro
duced are "Silver Lining" and
"I Though I Saw You Last
Night", both of which are fea
tured on his new CD.
I was impressed with
Poltz' creative lyrics and his
ability to keep me listening.
Poltz is definitely someone to
keep an eye on. Look for his
work in stores soon. I know I
will.

"Visit our Knv Co-Op Beauty Supply!"
Lincoln Center (across from Star Bucks)

wMS-tiftlB 61TIIHBU

L UN ch

count On All Merchandise to UOP Students
"d at All Sir Gauuan's and Co-op Beauty Supply

5. Wyclef Jean "Gone Till
November"
6. Mase "What You Want"
7. Inoj "Love You Down"
8. Third Eye Blind "Semi
Charmed Life"
9. Spice Girls 'Too Much"
10. LL Cool J "Father"

CloiIC MONDAVT!
>

WED THGU SURI 11:90-2:90

a

4. LeAnn Rimes "How Do I
Live"

NovEaaES 1>T Tafia MAfic* 1«T

E t O T H r C S

HAIIt SKIS C0SM£T)C$

3. Uncle Sam "I Don't Ever
Want To See You Again"

Niw Winter HotRi

GlftUS

7~ft>e Fortify,

2. Janet "Together Again"

OloiId Tit re AY LvMchIi

BititfER

TIEI TNGK SILTF 5:00 0:OO

REJEKVATIOH* ACCEPTED

474 6585
6629 EncARCAdERO BRIVE

BEtf HoiT & 1-5
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Weekly soap opera update
ALL MY CHILDREN
After fighting wilh Opal
over lingerie, Marian confid
ed in her about her night of
passon. Liza told Allie she's
torn over her feelings for
Adam. Bianca begged Erica
not to let the doctors insert a
feeding tube. Tad and Adam
learned the Mystery Woman
has moved into a cabin on the
Chandler estate. Jake, Allie,
and Liza reviewed evidence
of David's (improper) behav
ior. Kelsey called the INS
with news about her "foreign
frend." Wait To See: Stuart
makes a shocking admission
to Adam.
ANOTHER WORLD:
Vicky panicked when Lila
threatend to get evidence of
her tryst with Shane.
Laler, desperate to claim
Shane'.s fortune, Lila
realized she'd have to
prove she's carrying his
child. Meanwhile, Matt
began to wonder if he's the
real father. On the day of
Michael's funeral, Vicky
made a shocking confession
to Marley. Joe decided to
reopen the fire investigation.
Rachel signed for a package
sent to Carl. Wait To See: Lila
makes a desperate decision.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES:
Kate almost slipped about
her plot to break-up Bo and
Hope.
Kristen's
death
shocked Salem. Meanwhile,
Susan and Laura seemed to
be hiding something about it.
Austin spoke of starting a
family, but Carrie was preoc
cupied with thoughts about
Mike. Edmund left for Salem
to comfort Susan Wait To
See: Marlena faces a new
emotional crisis.

was devastated by lan's
GENERAL HOSPITAL:
Katherine'.s gift ot a stone death Tcea told Todd she's
bench stirred Stefan's memo starting divorce proceedings.
ries of Laura. Later, after Dorian advised Blair not to
finding Laura's portrait, tell Kelly ahout her role in
Nikolas realized Helena lan's trip to Canton. Bo was
might be right about Stefan's pleased about Max getting
obsession with her. Liz. involved in the kidnapping
admitted to Audrey she'd investigation Wait To See:
been raped. Robin urged Todd tells Tea he loves her.
Carly to tell A.J. he's
PORT CHARLES:
Michael's father before Jason
Using a jar full of poiso
becomes too attached to the nous spiders as an incentive,
baby. Mac learned more Kevin got Rex to reveal the
about Tess' plan. Meanwhile, whereabouts of the antidote
Tess' friends kept their eyes to save Lucy. But tests proved
on Jax. Wait To See: Two fam it to be poisonous as well.
ilies are rocked by startling The Feds encouraged Matt to
revelations.
relocate. Lucy was given an
0 experimental anti
dote, but stopped
breathing.
Dr.
Boardman insisted
they must follow
her wishes now
and pull the plug.
Matt's decision not to relo
cate lost him the support of
GUIDING LIGHT:
the
Witness
Protection
As Annie took a flying leap Program. Wait To See: A
to freedom, Josh realized he recovering Lucy gets upset
and Reva had been set up by ting news about Jacks
her. Beth told Harley no mat Cosmetics.
ter what she tries to do, she
THE YOUNG AND THE
(Beth) and Phillip will wind
RESTLESS:
up together. Fletcher gave
Neil and Dru became pas
Holly a serious ultimatum. sionate over their reconcilia
Meanwhile, Amanda asked tion Ryan visited Nina and
Roger if he's ready to throw saw Phillip give his mother a
away everything to be with check for her first article.
Holly. Rick and Abby Victor told a pleased Nikki
announced their marriage. that Ashley ended her rela
Wait To See: Holly's decision tionship with Cole. Tony told
impacts on everyone in her Sharon he'll help her per
life.
suade Grace to let Cassie be
ONE LIFE TO LIVE:
told the truth about who her
Blair corroborated Todd's mother really is. Sarah
alibi, and Bo had Todd (Veronica) was startled by her
released from jail. Dorian told reaction to Miguel's kiss.
an empathetic Viki about her Wait To See: Grace reacts to
painful family story. Kelly Sharon's ultimatum.

Restaurant.

their menu and bar.
And so, my search for the
finest Mexican restaurant in
our vicinity continues. Never
fear, though, because one day
I will be victorious. I will
attempt again to find a
Mexican dining establish
ment which will be worthy of
the wonderful students at the
University of the Pacific and
of the prestigious title of
Stockton's greatest Mexican
restaurant.

Continued from page 18

the dinner was mild and nonoffensive to the pallet. The
flavor was uninspiring and a
little on the bland side. For
these reasons, I do not wish
to dine here again. However,
if spicy-hot Mexican food
isn't something your taste
buds can handle, you might
want to venture over to
Santiago's and check out

Horoscopes
Aquarius
It s a good, week to rid the
house of some clutter.
banks and
realtors atg pronjisiitg at this
time. Some iadd to home
decor ovii^SMjrekend.

Aries

ities arise
New
and
to im£r<3jfe st
income. Roman His most
lighted
fortuito
id.

Pisces

It s a roc
love unless yc
scious f|y
another's setAccent crfc

Leo

You'll v
this week
daily motivated to acliie
You'll feel better if

Taurus
P-iiViifhr

develophe office
the one to
make fh&n hajfpen. Your
graciousness opens doors
for you at fhis time.

It's a y§E product:week for 'y
f busine
deal we'"
and yotfii
your side tj
celebration!?

Gemini
in the
company:
Is and
loved 11
oodp fortune
comes to yph through fami
ly later in the I

Libra

^e1 time

Cancer
CANCER. Yqjt have extra
drive but don't be stubborn
about your'fvSy of doing
things. AjtJntriguing week
end social invitation comes
your wayv-

Sagittarius

home thb
Romano
weekerii

Scorpio

proves an asset!
Try to be less rigp
loved ones "thisweeker
end.

Capricorn

It should be a good week
for those involved with sales.
An undtoeg^^ furn of
events later in the week
could afi^ |fjpr personal

Others
with the wa|>« htf"
yourself in & persona 5'i
Hon. Advice M ^
weekend^t#rv«en°u'

old? Well, for the older
readers, it may not have
Continued from page 18
been that long, but close
according to Mr. Harsch, no enough. But seriously, if gas
one reads the Pacifican. goes down more maybe
Really, huh? Well, I'd say some of the other bare essen
regardless of whether Mr. tials will tumble in price,
Harsch gets rehired or not, such as the price of Oakley
he is definitely making a sunglasses, or CDs, or
name for himself.
maybe (pray for this one)
Has anyone noticed that tuiHon will drop. Of course,
gasoline has dropped below now that the sun is finally
a dollar for the first time out of hibernation, the price
since we all were nine years of sun glasses probably

won't go down.
To close, there «jj|
down the hall, an
.
this really ricketty
shakes and move ^
you touch it.
lQt 9
that you can do
^
table besides )uS*a
Being the innocent g". «
am, I asked her
just winked an•
qi
me.
Wonder
t
find out what she
that. Hmmmmm

Soph Spot.
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e nough home opener for Tiaers
1 Irrlrt? rARRAL
CABRAL

^

Staff Writer
jhe women's lacrosse team
a lot of heart but
fortunately the Stanford
rdinal skills would not
the young team any
lance at an upset and the
were defeated 20-1. It is
that even the best can be
on any day, but the
;rs were matched against a
dy-talented Div. 1 oppe: with players who have
in playing lacrosse for
ayed with

|Almost all of the women's
at Pacific started to play
sport in college but new
coach Brenda Lear has
llped her team make vast
iprovements and had them
ay 3 top div. 1 schools (UC
•keley, UC Davis and
ford) before they played
is in their own division.
Freshman Desiree Forsberg
(id, "playing these teams
s tough but it will prepare
for the teams who are in
league". Like the men's
am, the women also have a
of rookies who will be
i on this year. So far this
Json, rookies
Forsberg,
>uglas and Carranza have
'red 3 of the 7 goals for the
Sers against Division 1
hools.
pre team's offense is led by

Pacific, m white, struggled against the Stanford Cardinal.
seniors Michelle Amaral and
captain Tina Gagne, who suf
fered a knee injury in the
Stanford game and was out
the second half. The midfield
consists of the speed and stick
skills of leading scorer Stacy
Breuner and senior Audrey
Collins who got the lone goal
for the Tigers. The defense is
controlled by sophomores
Breanne Shroyer, Darla Sasaki
and senior Annie Wallace. The
defensive skills of rookies
Jaclyn Kleinfeldt and Jessica
Fillo will also help the Tigers
out this season.
Stanford had outstanding
stick skills offensively and
defensively which gave the
Tigers no chance to set up any
offensive attack and turn the
momentum around. The

Cardinals were lead by Heidi
Bom,(4 goals), Dara Kaplan,
(4 goals) and Alexis Patnizio
(3 goals). They also had a
very deep squad and were
Dan Hazlett, 22, failed to lead the Tigers to victory.
able to wear the Tigers out by
putting their back ups in the iMen's Lacrosse
second half.
Pacific's
goaltender,
Knstine Oase, made 13 saves [ ANDY SNAIDER
quarter by SDSU midfielder
and was active the whole day,
Pacifican
Guest
Writer
John
Haber. Broberg closed
stopping a bunch of outnum
the
gap
to within two goals,
bered attacks. Coach Lear
After two difficult road but the Tigers could muster
said, "Oase has been playing
losses to open the season, no more offense they and
excellently, and although she
the weather finally cleared dropped the contest 8-5.
is still new to the sport she has
for the Tigers' first home
On Saturday, the wornnatural goalie skills that can
game of the 1998 WCLL sea down Tiger squad traveled
make the difference in win
son. UOP played the San north to face the focused
ning games this season."
Diego State Aztecs last Chico Wildcats, which
The Tigers' next home
Friday hoping to avenge last squeaked out an overtime
game is this Saturday at 1 p.m.
season's road loss during victor}' against the Tigers in
against Chico State on
Spring Break.
the
Sac
State
Fall
Brookside Field.
UOP opened the scoring Tournament.
in the first quarter with a
The Tigers, making their
goal by senior attackman last extended road trip of the
Wayne Broberg (two goals, season, played with a small
one assist). The Aztecs squad which was not able to
fought back furioslv, scoring rise to the occasion against
unable to recover and went
four straight goals, three on Chico. The Wildcats con
on to lose the next two 4-15,
man-up situations.
trolled the tempo and the
13-15. Freshman Tim Gerlach
Next, it was the Tigers' ball throughout, and won
led the team in kills with 10
turn to convert, as the Aztecs the game 16-4. Broberg
followed by Tim Jenson and
committed
multiple penal scored ail four Tiger goals.
Kevin Jones with eight each.
ties,
opening
the door for the
"Any weekend where you
The major difference in the
Tigers'
hungry
man-up
play
back-to-back games is
two teams was the hitting
squad.
going
to take its toll on the
percentage, Pacific .162 and
The Tigers scored three team," said assistant coach
Long Beach State .430. LBSU
straight goals within three Mike Gillespie.
also led in blocks 9-3.
minutes to knot the game at
Their next game is this
This was definitely a good
4-4.
Tallying
in
that
sequence
Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. vs. the
match for the freshmen on the
for
UOP
were
senior
James
Alumni
team which has
team, even though it was
"Thunder"
Ward
and
juniors
won
17
consecutive
games,
unsuccessful. Hopefully the
Steve
Cabral
and
Uriah
"Skiand
this
will
be
the
first
ever
Tigers (5-9) will be able to
master"
Delozier.
spring
meeting.
The
Alumni
bring it together going into
The second half was a won 7-2 in the Fall. For more
their next series of matches
defensive struggle. Pacific info contact Andv Snaider at
which begin at San Diego
was burnt twice in the third 464-2171.
State on Friday.

igers go 0-2 on SoCal trip

f'KE PHILLIPS

F'fican Staff Writer
ipteJpcific men's volley
Hi*
ras ""successful
mad last week when
J faced USC and Long

is?The

1

Went f Was comPetitive
games' with
W
8ers Winning the first
tfen.WeH, as Pacific
first game 15-10, but
jus.

l^nexuh e aC3rry U on
't on e! ,
8 mes. They
nt
5 5 « lose with scores of

icki ed l nd / (M5 ' D y lan
but

With 17
oni
u
0nly hitting
a .158

average. He was followed by
Ian Crosno and Kevin Jones
who both contributed 14 kills.
Dan Fisher led in assists with
54. The comparative stats in
this match were very similar,
showing that it was more
competitive than the final
score indicated. Pacific fin
ished with only two fewer
kills than USC, but an overall
attack percent of .220 com
pared to USC's .301. USC also
led in blocks 12-7.
The next match was against
Long Beach State and unlike
the previous match, took a
quick turn for the worst. The
Tigers lost the first game by a
score of 1-15. They were

LAX loses to SDSU

SPORTS

Tuesday night's score
Fresno State
3
Pacific
14
Travis Fleming (4-0) got the
victory in seven innings of
work to go with six strikeouts
and four earned runs. Jason
Vorhauer powered the Tigers
with two home rims and six
RBI and sophomore Ryan
Stowasser had a dinger as
well.
Third
baseman
Joey
Camarata went 3-for-4 and
drove in several runs.
On Saturday, the Tigers
doubled up the Utes with 4-3
and 6-3 victories. Kyle May
pitched the first game and had
a complete game and nine
strikeouts to improve to 3-0 on
the season.
In the second game,
Stowasser and Vorhauer each

This week in sports
Thursday Mar. 5

Saturday Mar. 7

KJAX 1280 AM and ESPN
taPe delayed

Women's Basketball: Big
West Conference Tourna
ment, TBA (Reno, Nv.)

Baseball: vs. Sacramento
State, 1 p.m. (Billy Hebert
Field)

Friday Mar. 6

Basketball: Men's and
Women's TBA (Reno, Nv.) on
KJAX 1280 AM

Baseball: vs. Cal State
Hayward, 7 p.m. (Billy
Hebert Field)

Sunday Mar. 8

Men's Volleyball: vs.
Penn State, 7 p.m. (Alex G.
Spanos Center)

Men's Basketball: vs.
Idaho, Big West Conference
Tournament, (Reno, Nv.) On
KJAX 1280 AM.
Softball: vs. Utah State
(DH), 1 p.m. (Bill Simoni
Field)

Men's Basketball: Big
West
Conference
Championship game on

Qav[^ Gradstein swings for one of his six hits last weekend.

went 2-for-4 while teammate
Robbie Wood garnered two
singles in the come-frombehind victory for the Tigers in
which Utah jumped out to a 30 lead in the third inning.
Darin Moore got Jus first win
of the year and he struck out
six in seven complete innings.
Fighting back from 4-1,
Pacific won 6-4 after Wood's

TEAM
The Pacifican is
now hiring
Production people.
Pick up an
application on the
third floor of Hand
Hall or call
946-2115.

LEGENDS

JOIN US ATOU^e
460-2474

iMEMmmik

Tuesday Mar. 10

.2.00 Off All Pi®85
With this advertisn^^
• STUDIOS
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Wsjasketball

burney time to
how toughness

Men's Big West
Basketball Tournament

qers search for invite to NCAAs
Pacific

Continued from page 24
to throwing up the shot. "We
kept our poise ... we played
like champs."
Saturday's game versus
Long Beach State was not
nearly as exciting, but a sellout
crowd piled in to see seniors
Olowokandi, Adam Jacobsen,
Woliczko, Nick Foster and
Rayne Mahaffey play their last
regular season home game at
Spanos.
It was junior Jason Williams
who helped pace the sluggish
Tigers with 17 points and five
rebounds in 22 minutes off the
bench. The Tigers rolled past
"The Beach" 63-47.

Happy Hour 4 - 7
.75 off every drink except bottled beer

Wednesday
UOP Night
$2 bottled import beer

. Complimentary sodas
for all designated drivers

"We did what we had to
do/' said Williams, who nailed
several open shots including a
turnaround jumper which
staked a 53-34 lead over the
visiting 49ers.
Olowokandi squared off
with fellow Englishman 7-1
Andrew Betts of Long Beach
State. The two big men pretty
much canceled each other out
as the "Kandi Man" scored 18
and had 10 boards and Betts
had 16 points and 12
rebounds. Olwokandi had
three blocks and Betts had
none.
Woliczko was 3-of-5 from
three-point land and chipped
in 10 points and some of his
trademarked hustle. Woliczko

said afterwards that the game
was not the Tigers' sharpest.
"We were playing tough,"
said Woliczko, "but it just felt
kind of flat ... we definitely
need to pick it up for the next
couple weeks."
"Its just one of those
games," said coach Thomason.
"I never felt threatened like we
were going to lose."
Notes
Idaho will be the Tigers'
first round opponent this
Friday at 6 p.m. in Reno, Nv.
The Tigers won at Idaho 76-63
on Jan. 29 ... The regular sea
son home attendance record
was set this season with 63,869
fans for 13 games and an aver
age of 4,913 per game.
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Men's Basketball

Big West Tourney awaits

UOP wins two h
14-2 in Big West

C'S CORNER
C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor

C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor
After winning 14 straight, 30
in a row at home and not losing
once in the Spanos Center, the
season is just getting started for
the UOP men's basketball
team.
The Tigers propelled them
selves into this weekend's Big
West Tournament in Reno with
solid wins over Boise State and
Long Beach State at the Spanos
Center last week. UOP will face
Idaho in the first round.
Down six at the half, the
Tigers reconciled a slow first
frame by feeding the hungry
Michael Olowokandi for 25
points in the second half as he
finished with a new career high
35 points to help beat BSU 6551.
The smaller Broncos could
not
guard
the 7-foot-l
Olowokandi as he scored at
will. He couldn't miss. He was
bodied up on the baseline, yet
dropped in a shot. He was
blocked by BSU's Kejuan
Woods, but got it right back

Reno here they come
The men's hoop squad is
rolling into Reno and they
have a heck of a task. They
need to cast aside all their Big
West foes for a trip to the
NCAA Tournament. Here's
why I think the Tigers are
going back to "The Big
Dance." The team is hot right
now. They've won 14 straight
and didn't lose at home this
season. They've also won on
the road which is never easy.
The defense has been excellent
as of late: In the last four
games the opposing teams
have only scored an average of
49.5 points per game while the
Tigers are averaging 66.25
points per game. In last week's
games the Tiger defense
allowed Boise State and Long
Beach State to only shoot an
average .389 percentage from
the field while on offense UOP
torched the nets shooting at a
.530 clip. This team is still Women's Basketball
peaking.
Jacobsen is after it
You get the feeling Adam
Jacobsen really wants to send
his team back to the NCAA
Tournament. He said after THE PACIFICAN
Thursday's game against Boise
Despite losing two road
that he didn't feel as much a
games
last weekend, the
part of the team's success last
year since he was injured. University of the Pacific
When I tried to ask him if the women's basketball team will
team will make the NCAA be the No. 4 seed at the Big
tourney without winning the West Conference Tournament.
The Tigers lost 61-46 last
Big West Tournament, he said
Thursday
at Boise State but
he "didn't even want to think
gained
the
fourth spot in the
about not winning three
games in the Big West tourney thanks to a loss from
Tournament." I like the way he Cal Poly. Cathy Lauritzen led
the Tigers with 15 points and
thinks.
nine rebounds off the bench
and Eden Palacio added 13

pro shots."
Roberto Bergersen,
lone bright spot, had 24but he and the rest
Broncos went cold and
11 three-point shots in
ond half after draining
the first.
"We were getting
shots," said the
Bergersen. "We just
knocking them down."
Boise State led for
the game, but
tip-in off his own miss
10:07 to play cut the
(which had been as
eight points) to
Sophomore transfer
McKnight put the Tigers
the top and ahead to stay
six straight points,
buried a three which
crowd of 5,352 into a
and on a steal bv
Woliczko, McKnight
circus shot layup and
Michael Olowokandi takes one to the rack against Long Beaclh
fouled. He nailed the
throw to put UOP
and dunked on Woods' head. made a couple of shots that I
"We finally got
He also had three three-point didn't know how he made
said McKnight, who
them," said Tiger head coach
plays.
See Hoops,,
"Michael
(Olowokandi) Bob Thomason. "Those were

women s ousKtiuun

Palacio's 43 points not enougn

Tigers lose two on the road, hut still make Big West Tournament
points.
The Yarbrough sisters, Sarah
and Martha, were held to a
combined six points on 2-of-18
shooting from the floor, six
rebounds, and two assists
against the Broncos.
The Tigers fared better
against Long Beach State
thanks to Palacio's 43-point
performance, but still lost 78-77
to close out regular season play
last Saturday in Long Beach.
Palacio canned 9-of-ll treys
and her 43 points were the sec
ond-highest single game point

tntal
cinrp Kate
Rate MrAllister
total since
McAllister
scored 46 in a game vs. Long
Beach State Feb. 23,1996.
Jennifer Miller dished out a
career-high 10 assists and Sarah
Yarbrough tallied nine points
and a game-high 11 rebounds.
As the No. 4 seed in the
Western Division, the Tigers
will match up with top seed
from the East, Boise State, again
on Wednesday Mar. 5 in Reno,
NV. at the Big West Conference
Tournament. Boise leads the
all-time series 2-1 and it is the
first matchup for the two teams

ever in the confere
ment.

women s basketball.
All-America team.
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are given to student
id sea*1:
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IU
important reserve
^
Yarbrough had a ^ s
economics mal° 9.8I
currently averaging ^
and 6.8 rebounds
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